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Abstract. This paper analyses and contrasts the evolution of school architecture competitions, selected submitted projects and built schoolhouses, programmatic and professional literature, school building exhibitions and public reactions to them aiming at answering the following research question: How did architecture competitions, educational reforms and programmatic or professional literature contribute to the educationalization of the school building between 1835 and 1950 in Switzerland? The question will be approached from a perspective of educationalization, knowledge transfer and circulation between professional and political knowledge or discourses on education and practices of architecture competitions by contextualizing school building reform discourses within general school and education reform processes. The evolution of school building architecture competitions in Switzerland and the participation of a variety of actors demonstrate how the school building became a co-educator, how historical building designs are constantly naturalised to fit reform programs, and the relevance of calls for tender as source for the history of education.
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Resumen. El artículo analiza y contrasta la evolución de los concursos de arquitectura escolar, una selección de proyectos presentados a concurso, escuelas construidas, literatura programática y profesional, exposiciones de edificios escolares y las reacciones del público a ellos con el objetivo de responder a la siguiente pregunta de investigación: ¿cómo contribuyeron los concursos de arquitectura, las reformas educativas y la literatura programática o...
profesional a la educacionalización del edificio escolar entre 1835 y 1950 en Suiza? La pregunta se abordará desde una perspectiva de educacionalización, transferencia de conocimiento y circulación entre el conocimiento o los discursos profesionales y políticos sobre la educación y las prácticas de los concursos de arquitectura, contextualizando los discursos de reforma de la construcción escolar dentro de los procesos generales de reforma escolar y educativa. La evolución de los concursos de arquitectura de edificios escolares en Suiza y la participación de una variedad de actores demuestran cómo el edificio escolar se convirtió en un co-educador, cómo los diseños de edificios históricos fueron constantemente sujetos a un proceso de naturalización para adaptarlos a los programas de reforma y la relevancia de convocatorias a concurso arquitectónico como fuente para la historia de la educación.
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INTRODUCTION

But then it was over: Hardly anyone was debating about school buildings in Switzerland. They were treated like any building project: an indoor swimming pool, a multi-purpose hall, a community centre. There was agreement: it is not the buildings that educate, but the teachers and their lessons. Why this turnaround?¹

This quote suggests a historical development that returns to a distant, seemingly overcome pedagogical past: a past of discipline, standardisation and teacher-centred education that neglects childhood and its needs. It also suggests that school buildings had faced a process of “de-educationalization” after a time in history that attributed school buildings educational function beyond being a container for schooling. According to Depaepe and Smeyers,² societies tend to delegate “social responsibility to the school” trespassing the limits of traditional school curriculum. Actors in and outside the educational system try to promote their ideas and solutions regarding social problems or visions through schools. Thus, if school buildings were considered educators or at least co-educators, they must have been previously educationalized in some

¹ Matthias Daum, “Das Schulhaus als Prestigebau”, NZZ (Zürich), September 12, 2011: 38.
² Marc Depaepe and Paul Smeyers, eds. Educational research: the educationalization of social problems (Dordrecht: Springer, 2008).
way. Evidently, this educationalization does not deal with such socially comprehensive issues like religion, politics and technology, as problematized in *Educationalization and its Complexities*, but school buildings have been deliberately related to or indirectly served other purposes than just providing space for (mass) schooling throughout history; purposes that might be more or less educational themselves. Educationalization of social phenomena has been more recently linked to modernization processes that began with the decay of the Ancien Régime and the onset of modernity in the western world, such as the development of an “educational mentality” in society that prepared the ground for public discourse about and belief in education and for the establishment and institutionalization of modern school systems. Beyond its political implications, once mass schooling had been successfully established and accepted by society, a variety of actors started to believe in school’s potential to promote their ideals and interests by defining curriculum issues or by demanding power of definition over specific school problems. This belief still persists today despite evidence of school’s failure to solve social problems. This essay shows that different actors successfully implemented a discourse of an educationalized school building independently from empirical evidence of its educationalizing effect.

School buildings are generally constructed to be used for decades. As “architextures”, they can bare meaning and transmit it through forms and materials. Despite being materialised, that meaning can change throughout time. It is through such fluctuating meanings that school buildings can become (de-)educationalized. In addition, school buildings engage a large variety of interest groups, professions and, in Switzerland,

---


a multi-level political structure. Thus, (de-)educationalization of school buildings is a question of degree and can have diverse manifestations and histories with their own temporalities, changes and continuities. Official or stakeholder policies, knowledge transfer and circulation\(^7\) popularise the educationalization of school buildings. Circulation does not only take place geographically within the margins of local and international spaces, but also intersectional between professions and institutions, and thus trespasses different kinds of borders with their respective spaces of knowledge and their materializations creating new spaces of knowledge.\(^8\)

This paper deals with the following research question: How did architecture competitions, educational reforms and programmatic or professional literature contribute to the educationalization of the school building between 1835 and 1950 in Switzerland? This requires a variety of sources such as calls for tender; selected submitted projects and built schoolhouses, professional association journals and programmatic literature, school building exhibitions and public reactions to them. Calls for tender have been neglected as historical source in history of education. Along with professional association journals, they can contribute to contrast degree, intensity and dynamics of educationalization of school buildings with other, especially programmatic educational sources.

In a first step, the evolution of school building architecture competitions in Switzerland will be discussed: school buildings represent cases of jurisdictional competition. This means the competition between professions for the attribution of competence and responsibility for the solution of social tasks within a system of professions. They organise themselves as a social group that has the knowledge and the capacity for abstraction to redefine given social tasks and engage in inter-professional relations to defend their professional jurisdiction.\(^9\) As cases of jurisdictional competition, both school building competitions and calls

---


for tender are indicators and pre-conditions for educationalization of the school building in educational reform and programmatic and public discourses. Second, school building reform will be contextualised within overall school and education reforms before and especially during and after the progressive education movement. Here, reform triggers and response patterns, semantic continuities and trans-professional exchange will be at the core. Third, we will discuss how the school building became a co-educator and historical building designs became naturalised to fit reform programs. Finally, the educationalization of school architecture will be discussed looking at the intersectional and trans-professional relations between the participating professions. Each of these developments had its own dynamics, conjunctures and continuities within the time span of this study. Four historical moments are of special interest to these different, but entangled developments as they illustrate processes of educationalization that affect school architecture: between 1840 and 1870 as the social question became acute in Switzerland and Germany within the context of industrial upturn, around 1900 as life reform movements reacted to rapid industrialization and modernization processes, the interwar period and after World War II. Needless to say that these historical circumstances went along with social change and socio-economic distress that triggered measures of educationalization of social problems and school critique and with them school building debates.

EVOLUTION OF SCHOOL BUILDING ARCHITECTURE COMPETITIONS (1835-1932)

There is a need for [...] smaller class groups to allow younger children to orientate themselves, more spatially separated school areas to prevent mutual disturbance between groups, careful allocation of school time with regard to the subjects taught in school and appropriate alternation between direct teaching by the teacher and indirect teaching by assistants.¹¹

Conrad Melchior Hirzel (1793-1843), lawyer and holder of various political offices throughout his career, diagnosed in 1829 the need to reflect on the relationship between spatial conditions and organization of schooling. For him, the school building was educational in the sense that its organization and design had to be suitable for holding school, but it was not educationalized because no other meanings were attributed to it that could serve educational purposes beyond schooling. For him, the teacher was the central educational figure, the school building was not an educator. He reacted to demands from local authorities in the Canton of Zurich who, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the onset of modernization and expansion of mass schooling, were confronted with increasing demand for school buildings and lack of skilled master builders and architects to build them. They asked the cantonal authority, the Education Council,¹² for instructions and prototype plans triggering the first competition related to school buildings in Switzerland. This is remarkable: Larger, and architectonically or from an engineering perspective challenging buildings and constructions had long been subject to professional competitions, but school buildings were mostly commissioned to specific architects or building masters without


¹² In Switzerland, due to its strong federalism, the owners of the schoolhouses have always been the communes, not the cantons and even less the confederation. Each canton has its own constitution and is itself more or less centralised or decentralised. The highest authority of the school system is in most cantons the so-called Education Council. Swiss communes have large autonomy in school matters. How they proceeded and to whom they delegated which decisions, was and still is diverse in Switzerland according to local traditions, proximity to rural or urban conditions, infrastructure developments, etc. Marianne Helfenberger, “Schulhausbau in Zürich von 1860 bis 1920 – zwischen Expertenherrschaft und öffentlicher Kontrolle” in Gemeinden in der Schul-Governance der Schweiz. Steuerungskultur im Umbruch, ed. Judith Hangartner and Markus Heinzer (Wiesbaden: Springer VS, 2016), 221-248.
competition procedures or at most within the frame of invited competitions until late nineteenth century.

Together with teachers and architects, the Education Council validated a manual on how to build schoolhouses and defined the building program. The Council launched an open call for tender aiming at obtaining prototype designs of school buildings and received seven offers. It is not known whether someone was awarded or not. Plans were designed by commission members and then served together with the manual as basis for the assignment to architect Heinrich Braem to design prototypes.\textsuperscript{13} Construction manual and prototype sample were then released as official school building regulation in 1835 and 1836.\textsuperscript{14} During the nineteenth century, several cantons issued school building regulations drawing on Zurich’s documents. It is evident that the Zurich documents played a role model even if the cantons adapted them to their needs and traditions. In the context of the World Exhibitions, Swiss school buildings became symbols of national quality due to their innovative heating and ventilation systems.\textsuperscript{15} The fact that most cantons did release official regulations for school building resulted in standardised expectations on hygiene, pedagogical needs, aesthetic and overall construction and aesthetic quality, enough space, solidity, light, ventilation, heating and functionality, dry construction site, absence of noise and a pleasant appearance should be all achieved.\textsuperscript{16} Nevertheless, it was not until the 1880s that a certain degree of visible standardization developed

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{14}] Erziehungsrat des Kantons Zürich, \textit{Anleitung über die Erbauung von Schulhäusern. Von dem Erziehungsrate des Kantons Zürich gemäss § 12 des Gesetzes über die Organisation des gesammten Unterrichtswesens erlassen}. Zürich, 1835; Erziehungsrat des Kantons Zürich, \textit{Musterpläne zu Schulhäusern für den Kanton Zürich} 1836.
\item[\textsuperscript{16}] When the Canton of Zurich issued its regulation and prototypes for constructing schoolhouses in 1835 and 1836, copies were sent to all other cantonal authorities. Other cantons issued their own school building regulations successively after 1852, but especially after the revision of the Swiss Constitution in 1874. Many cantons had already established compulsory education before 1874. The Federal Constitution of 1874 declared compulsory education at national level and obliged the cantons to ensure education keeping a subsidiary function in case the cantons would not take responsibility. Marianne Helfenberger and Karin Manz, “Der Auf- und Ausbau der ‘modernen’ Volksschule”, in \textit{Schweizer Bildungsgeschichte – Systementwicklung im 19. Und 20. Jahrhundert}, ed. Ingrid Brühwiler \textit{et al.} (Zürich: Chronos, 2021, forth.).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
although no specific style was prescribed. School architecture had been adapted to local architecture traditions despite all regulations.\textsuperscript{17}

The demand for healthy and morally impeccable surroundings and rather sober aesthetics instead of complex and loaded artistic decoration though, can point to potential educationalization of the school building. This apparently low degree of educationalization can be explained with the quality of the source: normative official documents rarely go beyond norm definitions. The experience of the social question in the mid nineteenth century is not reflected in this particular type of historical source. Towards 1900, the regulation was again revised adding hygiene norms that came in use during the second half of the nineteenth century.

After the release of Zurich’s official regulations, school buildings remained relatively unaffected by the architecture profession in terms of educationalization until the Swiss Association of Engineers and Architects (SIA), founded in 1837, published its association journal in 1883. The \textit{Schweizerische Bauzeitung},\textsuperscript{18} became the main platform for publishing calls for tender and for debating architecture competitions.\textsuperscript{19} This does not mean that the school building did not become educationalized elsewhere as response e.g. to the social question between the 1840s and the 1870s (see next chapters).

The first school building competition was published in the \textit{Schweizerische Bauzeitung} in 1888.\textsuperscript{20} Still, until 1900 at most one competition was published in the journal per year. The number increased after 1907, when three competitions were published. Between 1900 and 1912, 15 school buildings were announced for competition, more than three times as in the same number of years before 1900. Thus, it was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that school building competitions and calls for tender for individual school buildings began to popularise. Discussions of school building competitions were published as a written text and authored by association members or the

\textsuperscript{17} Helfenberger and Manz, “Der Auf- und Ausbau”.
\textsuperscript{18} The journal’s first title was \textit{Die Eisenbahn}.
\textsuperscript{19} \textit{Schweizerische Bauzeitung}, Vols. 1(1883)–96(1930).
editorial board. In this case, school buildings were considered architecturally relevant. These circumstances generated within the SIA a polarised debate about the suitability of school buildings for architectural competitions. On one side, school buildings were not considered as technical or artistic challenges worthy of competition because they were seen as mere functional objects without aesthetic value. On the other, due to the rapidly increasing number of academically qualified architects, supply and demand of qualified architectural services went along with an international reputation of Swiss school buildings that had grown since the World Exhibitions during the last third of the nineteenth century. At the beginning of the twentieth century though, school buildings lost representation in Great Exhibitions; from then on they became subject of hygiene congresses, school exhibitions and school museums.

As for the calls for tender, they could be published by the editorial board in a special section of the journal or in the advertising section, which is a payed contribution mostly on behalf of the builder. Thus, calls could be used to acknowledge good competition or to condemn bad ones and to set standards for wording to distinguish professional from unprofessional competition calls. Both types of contributions to the journal testify to the defence of professional jurisdiction, which prepared the ground to redefine school buildings.

While conflicts in the competition system can affect all areas of construction, it is noticeable that the presentation of such conflicts using the example of school building competitions is by far predominant. The SIA had already established principles for competition norms and procedures. Jury members had to be explicitly named architecture professionals who have accepted the competitive conditions before publication of the competition program. The program should include detailed information about scale and construction sum. Conditions for rejecting designs and intellectual property rights were defined, advertised competitions may not be cancelled, and projects received had to be publicly exhibited during at least two weeks.

---

21 Helfenberger, Das Schulhaus; Helfenberger, "Climate as artefact".

22 SIA, "Grundsätze für das Verfahren bei öffentlichen Concurrenzen", Die Eisenbahn (Schweizer-ische Bauzeitung) 6/7 (1877): 96.
Calls for tender in the journal allowed for diverse forms of professional policies. For example, the SIA praised the commune of Monthey (Canton of Wallis, 1908) for crediting extra 500 francs to the winners of the competition in case their school building project would not be realised.\textsuperscript{23} Calls for tender also testify to the association’s lobbying practices aiming at implementing its standards and principles in communes. The community office in Herisau (Canton of Appenzell Ausserrhoden) that launched a competition for a school building in 1904, accepted to appoint the competition jury, to extend the deadline and to inform those participants who already had received the competition program about the adapted conditions.\textsuperscript{24} The SIA intervened because the original announcement had violated paragraph 7 of its statutes about the jury members: According to that, the jury members should acknowledge the competition conditions and accept their nomination before publishing the call for tender. The consideration of this principle should prevent improper and exaggerated demands.\textsuperscript{25}

The association actively followed policies against state authorities and institutions such as the community councils or building authorities warning colleagues from participating at competitions that did not respect the association’s principles. This was the case in Lostorf (Canton of Solothurn, 1910), where neither the jury was known by the time of the call for tender nor a price was intended, and the deadline was too short to intervene in the sense of correcting the program as it was the case in Herisau. In Lostorf, community council and community assembly reserved the right to make changes and to award the final plan preparation according to their purpose.\textsuperscript{26} These are clear cases of jurisdictional competition in a complex field of activity involving experts from various disciplines, public office holders and laymen.


\textsuperscript{25} SIA, “Konkurrenzen. Schulhaus-Neubau”, 218.

School Building Competition Practices Beyond Organization of Schooling – Form, Function and Materiality

The *Schweizerische Bauzeitung* also discusses problematic competition practices from a content perspective. Here again, school buildings served to illustrate bad practices in call for tender and building plan, material challenges and immaterial values of school building pointing towards educationalization. The discussions testify to the interest of the association and its members in highlighting their expertise and contrasting it with the lack of knowledge of other players in the field of school architecture and building technology. Also, within the association, a generational gap between modernists and traditionalists can be diagnosed.\(^{27}\)

Material challenges in competitions remained constant between 1880 and 1950: fitting construction site and building program, handling distances to neighbouring buildings or dilemma between construction site and inner arrangements of buildings were recurrent. According to competitions’ results, the reason for such conflicting challenges often were characteristics, desired use and location of the building plot. There were cases of irregular terrains, such as the pointed plot in Schaffhausen (1891) where a good disposition only seemed achievable by reducing the area of the playground,\(^{28}\) or the school building with the “dualism” of separated sections for boys and girls in Sankt Gallen (1889).\(^{29}\) In Schaffhausen and in Chur (1890), neighbouring buildings were also too close for ideal solutions.\(^{30}\) In other cases the problem was identified in the desired use of the construction site. The schoolhouse in Altstetten (1932) was to be built between larger traffic roads and the community also wished to have a free square within the plot. The jury claimed that it could not award a first price because the ideal project, a pavilion complex was not realisable under the circumstances. The jury was evidently discontent with competition program and call for tender complaining

\(^{27}\) Helfenberger, *Das Schulhaus*, 239-264.


---

*Historia y Memoria de la Educación, 14 (2021): 547-585*
that the jury’s task was to award the most suitable project for execution, not the most interesting ideas.\footnote{SIA, “Wettbewerbe. Schulhausanlage und Hallenbad in Altstetten”, Schweizerische Bauzeitung 99/100 (1932): 201–202.}

In the cases dating before 1900, critique addressed architectural and educational concerns about the organization of schooling and space apparently from a mere technical perspective. As for the school building in Altstetten in 1932, there is evidence of a more educationalized case. According to the critique, the competition was apparently modern due to the high number of misunderstood pavilion projects except for the project that should have become the first prize: “But here is this human intimacy, the delicate scale appropriate to the child, a private attitude, so to speak, without monumentalism and without modernist pathos, in short, the spirit we wish for a modern school and its teaching”.\footnote{SIA, “Wettbewerbe. Schulhausanlage und Hallenbad in Altstetten”, 202.} In contrast, the Neue Zürcher Zeitung, the most significant newspaper in German speaking Switzerland, emphasized the importance of the awarded school building project as urban accent. The architectural task resulting from the relationship between building program and land plot had in this discussion a positive connotation: the generous use of space and form in the exposed solutions became magnificent instead of monumental. According to the journal’s editorial board, the first-awarded and recommended project considered the conditions of the task in a clear and particularly meaningful way.\footnote{“Schulhaus-Wettbewerb Altstetten”, NZZ (Zürich), October 3, 1932: 9.} Four months later, the same newspaper reported that Altstetten’s municipal council refuted the criticism at the municipal assembly.\footnote{“Kantone. Zürich. Altstetten”, NZZ (Zürich), February 25, 1933: 3.} Once the schoolhouse was built, a report on the building from 1937 in the Schweizerische Bauzeitung confirmed that the ideal of a symbiotic relationship between the schoolhouse and the child had circulated contradicting the original critique:

Sounds of despair would silence if you just wanted to visit the schoolhouse in Altstetten on an ordinary school day and then would see how naturally and freshly house and inmates fit together
forming a whole that you cannot judge on the base of a façade
drawing lacking ornamental forms.\textsuperscript{35}

Material constraints had always been linked to practical, hygienic,
pedagogical and aesthetic demands. Distance between schoolhouse and
neighbouring or supplementary buildings was needed both to prevent
mutual interference such as noise and reflected light that could disturb
school activities and “to dodge as far as possible the aesthetically unsightly
effect of the divergence of two important façades so close together”\textsuperscript{36} Thus,
competitions reveal that criteria such as adequately positioned, well
organised and functional floor plans and overall functionality, good light
and air conditions, large and illuminated corridors, and thoughtful and
artistic façades\textsuperscript{37} were always related to each other. As in every architec
ture competition, the main concern regarding the school building is how
to combine function and form. A clear functional and architectonic rela
ship between school building and neighbourhood and adjacent
buildings was an important criterion to award projects. In this sense, a
project resulting in a harmonic architectural plan was the desired ideal.
The awarded project for a school building at the Tannenrauch street in
Zurich (1932) was praised because of its functional placing of showers,
gym, porter’s apartment and youth hostel. The last two were completely
separated from the school operations and still under good supervision
from the porter’s apartment and all supplementary buildings were not
expected to disturb classes.\textsuperscript{38} Last but not least, maximum fitting be
 tween form, function and costs also counted as positive criterion.

The fact that the competition jury for the Tannenrauch school build
ning knew that it was the school authorities and the city council who
chose between a pavilion school plan or a two or three storey main
building, did not hinder the jury from admonishing the school authori
ties to carry out essential investigations of pedagogical, hygienic and

\textsuperscript{35} SIA, “Das Schulhaus Kappeli in Zürich-Altstetten: Architekten A. & H. Oeschger, Zürich”, Schweiz

\textsuperscript{36} SIA, “Wettbewerb für ein neues Primar-Schulhaus am Schwabenthor”; SIA, “Wettbewerb für ein
Primarschulhaus an der Tannenrauchstrasse in Zürich”, Schweizerische Bauzeitung 99/100 (1932):
312–315.

\textsuperscript{37} SIA, “Concurrenzen. Schulhaus in Chur”; SIA, “Konkurrenzen. Schul- und Gemeindehaus
Lostorf”.

\textsuperscript{38} SIA, “Wettbewerb für ein Primarschulhaus an der Tannenrauchstrasse”.
financial nature. This caveat was suggestive as it identified pavilion school complexes with modernity, even though several pavilion projects apparently misunderstood the concept. Without any explanation, the jury is convinced that “it seems certain that for the time being this is advisable for primary school, for which the advantages of low-rise construction are clearer than in secondary schools”.39

The first school building designed as pavilions in Switzerland dates from 1907, it was built in Tavannes (Jura), a francophone commune. However, the idea of the pavilion system had been tested in Zurich in 1904. It was then initially called “school barracks” and not school pavilions. Both terms were used as synonyms until the Swiss Association for School Hygiene (Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Schulgesundheitspflege) proposed to refrain from using the term “school barracks” to avoid associations with unstable wooden huts. The Swiss Association for School Hygiene wanted to promote the pavilion system for health and hygiene reasons. Historical models were pavilion hospitals constructed during the American Independence War and later in Paris and Berlin. Possibly provisional and reusable buildings, the barracks or pavilions became the schoolhouse of the future. But architects in the 1930s presented it as a modernist architectural innovation to which school authorities should respond positively in the name of the child.40 These cases demonstrate how reform architecture discourses adopt patterns of educational reform and transform the original meaning of an architectural form, here the pavilion design. The reception is selective and new tradition lines are deliberately created.41 Instead of recalling the medical-architectural origins of the pavilion schools, reform architects referred to Pestalozzi or other pedagogical authorities to pedagogically legitimise their position.42

Despite the fact that modern architecture claimed authorship of the motto ‘form follows function’, historical evidence demonstrates that this has been the ideal ever since. Between 1880s and 1950, school building

40 Helfenberger, Das Schulhaus, 155–164.
projects having an “artistic and original façade developed from the floor plans”\textsuperscript{43} or having simple architectural forms according to the building’s function (Zürich 1905)\textsuperscript{44} were normally handled preferentially; and if not, critique did not remain silent.

**SCHOOL BUILDING REFORM – SOCIAL TRIGGERS AND RESPONSE PATTERNS**

School building reform does not follow own rules. It is closely linked to school and educational reforms and follows the same genetic and discursive patterns and historical contingencies. School reform actors react to social change and are rarely exclusively motivated by pedagogic and educational ideals. Thus, school reforms result from an interaction between individual and collective intentions and non-targeted social change. Triggered by diagnosis of danger, inequalities and other social disorders, and apparent predominance of materialism or utilitarianism vs. moral and immaterial values, school reformers envisage reforms beyond the limits of the school institution aiming at changing society as a whole towards an alleged lost paradise or a future ideal. Depending on the degree of collective perception of the necessity to reform, the need for legitimatizing reform programs is higher or lower.\textsuperscript{45} In this sense, “education [has] always been New Education”, a “continuum, constantly challenged the ‘old’ through the ‘new education’ without any clearly discernible demarcation of ‘before’ and ‘after’”.\textsuperscript{46} Apart from general legitimization strategies such as constructing traditions recalling on and idealising historical educational authorities\textsuperscript{47} or, in case of institutional

\textsuperscript{43} SIA, “Concurrenzen. Schulhaus in Chur”.

\textsuperscript{44} SIA, “Konkurrenzen. Wettbewerb für ein Sekundarschulhaus mit Turnhalle an der Ecke der Riedtl- und der Röslistrasse in Zürich”, Schweizerische Bauzeitung 45/46 (1905): 144.


and structural reforms, on foreign practices\textsuperscript{48} to add credibility to reform projects, specific patterns of discourse and a series of leitmotifs complemented the semantic and rhetoric repertoire of educational reform since the progressive education movement: child centred and individualising approaches, self-activity, claims for a comprehensive approach to include and highlight the educational value of manual work, freedom for self-development, object lessons and nature experience. Most relevant for school building reform discourses is the imaginary of the child both as free from original sin and society’s potential redeemer and as naturally free, curious, receptive and self-determined.\textsuperscript{49} Last but not least, progressive educators tend to build up their reform arguments upon the remembrance of their own educational experience as a child.\textsuperscript{50}

School building reform architects, as we will see, adopted these patterns to legitimise their aesthetic modernisation of school architecture which was embedded in general contemporary architecture trends and values. By doing so, they educationalized the school building and they acted as pedagogues in favour of an architectural creed that they wished to popularise in society to defend and expand their professional jurisdiction.

Nineteenth century societies experienced an unprecedented school building boom due to the implementation of compulsory schooling and other modernizing processes within and outside the school system. School itself underwent profound transformations and differentiations in a “series of successful problem solutions”\textsuperscript{51} delivering endless prototypes for local school buildings. Under these circumstances, school buildings became symbols of modernity and progress.\textsuperscript{52} At a teacher

---


\textsuperscript{51} Oelkers, “Reformpädagogik vor der Reformpädagogik”.

\textsuperscript{52} Helfenberger, \textit{Das Schulhaus}, 135–139.
conference meeting, teacher Johann Georg Schoch took his audience back in time into a school building from the early nineteenth century where he himself could have had attended school.\textsuperscript{53} The building had been in bad shape and correlated with his idea of old-fashioned education: the only objects decorating the walls were punishment instruments. Fifty years later, he was convinced that pedagogical progress had taken place and that it was visible in new school buildings. This example illustrates how nineteenth century teachers held distance from an allegedly backward past and celebrated their present as success giving opportunity to optimistic attitude towards the future. Thus, school buildings became the material counterpart of education as a source of individual and social wealth and prosperity. School would take the lead and be an example to follow and to identify with.

The mid nineteenth century was faced with the social consequences of industrialization. Demographic movements towards the cities furthered high population density leading to the inevitable perception of social inequalities and to unhealthy living conditions. This contrasted with the civil idea of equality leading to a shift in perception and meaning of poverty and individual responsibility. Poverty could not be considered self-inflicted or God given anymore, the social structure could be recognised as cause and appealed to social responsibility.

School and society underwent processes of medicalization and educationalization. Under medicalization\textsuperscript{54} we understand the process by which social phenomena become medical facts, problems that can be treated medically leading to decreased social tolerance towards them; it addresses the social construction of health and illness.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, it not only


\textsuperscript{55} See for example Michel Foucault, Die Geburt der Klinik: eine Archäologie des ärztlichen Blicks (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch, 2016); Francisca Loetz, Vom Kranken zum Patienten: "Medikalisierung" und medizinische Vergesellschaftung am Beispiel Badens, 1750-1850 (Stuttgart: 1993).
functions as instrument of social control, but goes beyond the appropriation of new problems and social tasks by the medical profession in the sense of defending its professional jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{56}

The hygienic school building discourse of the mid nineteenth century was characterised by the emphasis on danger and health threat to which the bodies of school children were really or allegedly exposed within the schoolhouse and its surroundings.\textsuperscript{57} Complaints concerned not only the common hygienic challenges and construction deficits such as narrow and steep stairs which were identified as potentially dangerous. Also, medical issues entered the school building discourse, for example myopia.

Myopia is a medical fact that can occur at any age. A predisposition to it can be inherited, thus, it is a natural phenomenon despite the fact that environmental conditions can favour it. It’s actual spread in the population became visible only through mass schooling. This visibility was socially induced and prepared the ground for a reinterpretation of myopia as a field of social responsibility on one side and as part of the professional jurisdiction of the medical profession on the other. Medical professionals engaged in large scaled empirical diagnostic tests to demonstrate school’s unhealthy conditions and to popularise this new knowledge in society.\textsuperscript{58} With Latour,\textsuperscript{59} it can be stated that myopia, as a natural medical fact, intervened as an actor in society triggering social networks competing for power and control of the population. In consequence, it could become educationalized by delegating to school and school buildings a central role to prevent the development of child myopia.\textsuperscript{60}


\textsuperscript{57} Hofmann, \textit{Gesundheitswissen in der Schule}.


\textsuperscript{60} Hofmann. “Schule und die Pädagogisierung gesellschaftlicher Probleme”.
Against this background, the school building could be criticised and reassessed. German doctors engaged in school building critique, among them Georg Varrentrapp who is particularly relevant for the Swiss case because he highlighted the modernity of Zurich’s regulation and Swiss school buildings in general: In Switzerland, school buildings had become distinguished buildings after the first third of the nineteenth century. Varrentrapp did not need to radically break with school building tradition because none had been developed in German cities in the sense that, according to him, schools did not look like schools but rather than any other representative building. Thus, school building tradition had to be developed by designing a specific building typology so that school buildings could be recognised as such. Varrentrapp referred to Zurich’s regulation from 1861, a minimally revised version of the original one from 1835. In terms of reform processes, it cannot be stated that the revision represented a radical break with the past and the tradition of the prototypes from the 1830s. Varrentrapp’s school building critique reacted to city school buildings with “impressive façades” that displayed diverse architecture styles without taking into account light and air conditions needed in schools.

For Varrentrapp, much attention had been given to artistically elaborated façades and the child’s mental and moral development, but none to the child’s physical development. Thus, the school building did not reflect on the outside what would be its function inside. Adapting the façades to the function of the building would also transmit to children and citizens a more correct idea of schooling and also add to its acceptance. The schoolhouse should be perceived as such, as educational site of the child, by the child and the population in general. Even in places where school

61 Georg Varentrapp (1809-1886) worked not only as physician, he also designed construction plans for the hospital in Frankfurt. His engagement with social issues began as co-founder of a clinic for the poor in 1834. He was also active in jails, schools, public hygiene and public health, especially aiming at improving the construction of school buildings, fabrics, prisons, hospitals and urban sewer systems. Roediger, Emil. “Varrentrapp, Georg”, in Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie 39 [1895], 500-502 [online version]. http://www.deutsche-biographie.de/szf83539.html, 500–502 (retrieved January 26, 2021).

had been legally declared compulsory, it had not yet been completely implemented or people still had to be convinced,⁶³ so that placing the schoolhouse as an urban accent correlated with this idea of education and the child. And Varrentrapp considered that Switzerland had already accomplished these requirements.⁶⁴

From this perspective, school building critique became possible against school architecture that supposedly did not respect these societal demands: façades could now be seen as undeveloped from a pedagogical and medical point of view independently from their architectural value. Architects who favoured impressive and mighty façades highlighting architectural styles would not represent schooling nor distinguish school buildings from other buildings.⁶⁵ The kind of façades criticised by Varrentrapp was not common in rural areas in nineteenth century Europe. In this sense, school building reform was an urban phenomenon before progressive education diagnosed an alienating effect as characteristic of large cities.⁶⁶ Knowledge transfer and circulation at the World Exhibitions in the last third of the nineteenth century reinforced the centripetal movement of school building reforms.⁶⁷

Life reformers at the beginning of the twentieth century proclaimed inner-worldly orientation and models of societal change through arts, nurture, return to nature and local values aiming at creating a better society and protecting it against the consequences of growing urbanization and modernization that were perceived as dangerous economical threat due to foreign market influences.⁶⁸ Within the context of the
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⁶⁶ Oelkers, “Reformpädagogik: Aktualität und Historie”.

⁶⁷ Helfenberger, “Climate as artefact”, 22–24.

heritage protection movement, Swiss (national, regional and local) identity was seen as endangered by foreign influences that would alienate the people from their local traditions and values. Action plans to protect the cultural heritage also included the school building.

As it was the case with the historical period of progressive education around 1900, school building reformers, both architects and educators, also “increasingly crystallised around certain themes and motives” proposing alternatives to school buildings built by state architects and adopting patterns of reform discourses to school architecture. Thus, school building reforms are urban phenomena, they radically break with the past, especially with the nineteenth century, and their actors often recur to autobiographical childhood experiences as a lost paradise.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, educational and school building reformers adopted a specific relationship to past and present. By recalling a lost paradise, they created proximity to childhood and distance to a harmful present in face of alleged decay and alienation from which children have to be protected by building schoolhouses that resemble their homes. Hermann Roethlisberger, Swiss pedagogue and activist of the Swiss Heritage Protection Association, recalled his childhood contrasting the schoolhouse with the parsonage to justify his adult aesthetic needs and engagement: the schoolhouse was boring and thus did not mark his soul while the parsonage was aesthetically appealing and impressed him.

Evoking childhood’s and youth’s intrinsic value results in conceiving the schoolhouse as protected material space, as materialization of youth as pedagogical moratorium. Through the materiality of the schoolhouse,
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70 The Swiss Heritage Protection Association was founded in 1905 to protect Switzerland’s material and immaterial cultural heritage by publicity, political lobbying and pedagogical activities.


72 Zinnecker defines childhood and youth as pedagogical moratorium in the sense that, as in other kinds of moratoria, they are released from certain social duties, moral responsibilities and excluded from certain action fields. Pedagogical moratoria are characterised by a generational relationship in which adults take over the responsibility ad interim. Jürgen Zinnecker, “Kindheit und Jugend als pädagogische Moratorien. Zur Zivilisationsgeschichte der jüngeren Generation im 20. Jahrhundert”, in Bildungsprozesse und Erziehungsverhältnisse im 20. Jahrhundert, ed. Dietrich Benner and Heinz-Elmar Tenorth (Weinheim: Beltz 2000), 36-68.
children should be protected from erroneous views about aesthetic values (local instead of foreign manufacture).\textsuperscript{73}

While progressive pedagogues proposed child centred education and founded private schools to realise and demonstrate new educational ideas, architects and heritage protection activists reacting against industrialization and massive urbanization proposed an aesthetic reform that should start by transforming the appearance of state school buildings to fit into the given, historically developed, architectural environment. In Switzerland, the \textit{Swiss Heritage Protection Association} successfully lobbied to implement its values in building legislation. The ideal of the association claimed that the schoolhouse should be embedded in the natural and architectonic environment and not contrast it. Thus, both small and large or monumental, so called school palaces, could be possible.\textsuperscript{74} Alternatives to prevent urbanization not only in its literal sense but also understood as society’s mental disposition were proposed as rural idyll.\textsuperscript{75} In Switzerland, although demands for establishing school building regulations and prototype plans initiated in rural areas and peripheries of the Canton of Zurich at the beginning of the nineteenth century,\textsuperscript{76} school building reform became primarily an urban phenomenon with impact from the centre to the periphery.

Teacher Lina Gubler in Zurich reflected in 1929 on the school building from an urban perspective. Based on her experience in a monumental, centrally placed school building in Zurich City, she plead for decentralised school buildings and spatial separation of the different school levels.\textsuperscript{77} The way to school along congested streets exposed the children to rapidly changing impressions and noise overloading the children’s eyes, ears, nerves and psyche so that they lacked concentration in class. According to Gubler, children threatened each other because the elder overran the younger.\textsuperscript{78} This case blurs the material limits of the schoolhouse

\textsuperscript{73} Helfenberger, \textit{Das Schulhaus}, 191-204.
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\textsuperscript{78} Gubler, “Forderungen an den neuezeitlichen Schulhausbau”, 163.
to permit schooling practices that the teacher’s do not consider lying within their duties. Gubler experienced this bodily as “stressed nerves” because teachers had to spend much time consoling and bandaging children.⁷⁹ Thus, the problematic of the materiality of schooling touched the teachers’ professional discourse and jurisdiction in a way that allowed Gubler to trespass them with complaints or proposals relevant of the medical or architecture professions. Gubler’s demands are not surprising. Architecture and urban planning had become linked to strategies of social control and reform through moral education since 1900.⁸⁰ She expected society to rethink the organisation of schooling.

Three years later, a working group consisting in ETH⁸¹ hygiene professor Wilhelm von Gonzenbach (1880–1955), architect and professor at the ETH Werner M. Moser (1896–1970) and director of the teacher training institute in Küsnacht (Zurich) Willi Schohaus (1897-1981) established a twofold diagnosis: school children were threatened by eight years compulsory schooling and Swiss communities, evidently referring to the school building competition in Altstetten, risked to build new schoolhouses in old, backward manner. Their arguments correspond to the typical progressive education vocabulary. And they extrapolated eight schooling years to ten thousand hours within school buildings to illustrate the dimension of children’s risk⁸² evoking progressive education imaginaries of school as a place of torture and the child as a martyr. The organisation of schooling seemed to be of secondary importance.

Teacher trainer Schohaus contrasted his childhood schoolhouse, a small building with mice that allowed for familiarity with the building and amusement with the mice, with school palaces assuming that children could only get lost and feel like strangers in their daily school
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⁷⁹ Gubler, “Forderungen an den neuzeitlichen Schulhausbau”.


⁸¹ The Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) was founded in 1855 as Switzerland's polytechnical university. It is since then not only an internationally renowned institution of higher education, but also intimately linked with Switzerland's industry and a symbol of innovation and modernity. David Gugerli, Patrick Kupper, and Daniel Speich, Transforming the Future: ETH Zurich and the Construction of Modern Switzerland 1855-2005 (Zürich: Chronos-Verlag, 2010).

environment if they had to attend school in such a large and luxurious school building.\textsuperscript{83} Schohaus’ remembrance evokes Pestalozzi’s metaphor of the living room as educational space. Gonzenbach, Moser and Schohaus broke with the nineteenth century as an overcome era that understood childhood and youth accordingly as a mere transition towards adulthood without intrinsic value.\textsuperscript{84}

The 1950s were evidently marked by the experience of World War II. Architect Alfred Roth (1903–1998) sustained that youth was morally and spiritually endangered and required extremely careful education and a healthy environment.\textsuperscript{85} Urbanisation continued to be considered a threat manifested in increasing town traffic that threatened school children on their way to school.\textsuperscript{86} The challenge of town-planning was evidently acute in large cities, as Roth’s illustrations in his book demonstrate: overcrowded urbanisations, extremely busy streets and children playing in backyards implying that there are no playgrounds available due to “unhealthy town development”.\textsuperscript{87} However, Roth’s examples refer to selected cases in the United States or other countries with large cities that become generalised as a worldwide status quo. By doing so, Roth also recurred to a common pattern in reform discourses, a selective, undifferentiated and ideologically decontextualised critique.\textsuperscript{88} Such examples are especially incompatible with the Swiss case.

To add legitimacy to his architectural programme, Roth recurred to a typical reform strategy, the construction of traditions recurring to the social authority of prestigious pedagogues. By referring to Pestalozzi as “the Swiss pioneer of modern education” and by claiming that he “set forth some still valid principles of school design which also bear on the distribution of schools”,\textsuperscript{89} Roth also highlighted Switzerland as an educational pioneer nation in general. This is also consistent with the
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construction of Swiss school buildings as most modern and progressive since Varrentrapp and especially since the onset of the World Exhibitions. Those principles of school design are limited to school education as the extension of parental education. Pestalozzi did not discuss school building design at all. But school building architects before Roth also affirmed that the school building should playback the atmosphere of the “Wohnstube”. It had become clear to him that recurring only to traditions of his own profession could not be enough. As for the motto of modern architecture “form follows function” by Louis Sullivan from the early 1880s meaning that “construction is not only an integral part of the aesthetic appearance of a building but of its inner moral also”, it should be noted that it had also been requested by hygienists and health professionals such as Varrentrapp before modern architects popularised it.

Despite acknowledging hard overall conditions during the nineteenth century, Roth neglected against all empirical facts and programmatic discourses the actual performance of its school institutions in education and also in school building. The onset of modern schooling as state affair of public importance and the consequent search for adequate school architecture, although identified at the beginning of the nineteenth century, did not, according to Roth, lead to meaningful school building solutions because

During the second half of the 19th century, the decline of architectural conception and creative thought was rapidly approaching the lowest possible level characteristic of a deeply uprooted and contradictory epoch. The architects of that period held on to certain vague traditions which, in no way, correspond to modern times.

Thus, he could state that it was not until the architecture profession took over the authority over school building from the state that these could become modernised. It is against this discursive background that
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Roth could legitimate a total break with the nineteenth century accusing it of (exclusively) constructing “out-sized buildings; unfunctional and undifferentiated space organisation; unfunctional and non-creative design”.

To him, nineteenth century society was “not aware of public education as a social obligation” leading to chaotic urban planning and the understanding of school buildings as “isolated, formal problem with the ultimate aim of public demonstration” ignoring distances between school buildings and children’s homes, “quite, healthy and pleasant environments” and the local anchoring of the school. The charge against using the school building for “public demonstration” of the state had been qualified as “monumentalism” by Gonzenbach, Moser and Schohaus who even proposed that maximum schoolhouse dimensions should be implemented by official regulations to prevent the construction of “a house that, in its quest for monumentality, expresses only the will to represent”. Roth attributed that non-awareness of the importance of public education to materialist and utilitarian mentalities and practices that exposed town-planning to private speculation.

By such selective historical reception or lack of historical conscience, old knowledge and practices could be presented as new and modern solutions: that the number of rooms should be planned and that the need for special rooms for specific subjects and activities needs to be taken into account to allow for a successful organisation of schooling are some examples.

THE SCHOOLHOUSE AS CO-EDUCATOR AND THE NATURALIZATION OF HISTORICAL BUILDING DESIGNS

Georg Varrentrapp attributed educational value to the schoolhouse. For him, school and school buildings had to contribute to “children’s intellectual, moral and physical development”. Varrentrapp reacted to
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industrialization and subsequent social problems engaging in professional health discourses and hygiene activism. He understood the school building not just as a container of schooling, but as a kind of textbook to promote children’s health, education and instruction by means of adequate construction and housekeeping. Such a school building would reflect the task society assigns to school –development of the child’s intellect, morals and body– and by transmitting this message, it would also educate society. At the same time, school inspectors in rural Switzerland, where school buildings resembled farmhouses, emphasised more on school rooms as educational instruments serving teachers rather than the building as a whole. And it is the inner setting they associated with old and new education and the educationalization of the school building: as children lacked cleanliness, order, light and good material conditions at home, a correctly built and maintained schoolhouse was expected to help teachers transmit values of hygiene and tidiness to children.

Early twentieth century, heritage protection activists aimed at a “pedagogic architecture”. The school building became understood as identity-creating instrument by means of harmonic town-planning and aesthetics. It would represent the character of the people, the city or village, homeland. The child should feel at home in school thus, the schoolhouse should not be monumental. Aesthetic quality of the schoolhouse would educate the child and his or her good taste because arts were expected to raise the sense of ideals. Aesthetic experience was supposed to have a lasting effect on children’s soul and their concept of school because of their ‘natural’ receptiveness for beauty. Thus, a beautiful, clearly formed but unpretentious school building would correspond to school’s inner and real purpose. Such a beautiful school building would be a “secret” or “silent” co-educator for its own sake transmitting beauty as lasting good for life, because it reflects its natural truth and beauty. In this way,
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102 The original term in German is “geheimer Miterzieher”. Two translations could be possible: “hidden” drawing on Snyder’s concept of the hidden curriculum or “secret”. I opted to translate it as “secret” because the historical actors use it in a deliberate and strategical way. Thus, the negative effects they attribute to the “school caserns” would apply to a “hidden” co-educator because they assume that architects, pedagogues and authorities who built them, did not reflect on the consequences of such buildings. Benson R. Snyder, The Hidden Curriculum (New York: A.A. Knopf, 1971).
illumination became friendliness, and favouring local materials and workers in face of presumed foreign influences that could harm the local manufacture market became modesty, honesty and nature bondedness.103 These were values that should be transmitted by the aesthetics of the school building. Together with actors of the national heritage protection movement, professionalised architects engaged pedagogically and significantly contributed to the construction of the school building as “secret co-educator”.104

In the 1930s, the school building’s spirit was expected to contribute to impress young souls. Seemingly analogous to the child’s soul, the school building should be friendly, clear, modest, honest and close to nature, being them pedagogical criteria that should dominate over any other requirements.105

Gonzenbach, Moser and Schohaus proposed an architectonic and urbanistic solution to create that protected space that corresponds materially to youth as pedagogical moratorium. They claimed for decentralised schoolhouses placed in the centres of residential areas and green areas, short and danger free ways to school that are pleasant, small classes and outdoor space. This space of education becomes hygienically and socially functional. And it is also psychological as they assumed that schooling represents a shock for school children as they change from “small social groups” into a “whole school population”.106

The apparently natural architectural solution to this particular relation between form and function is the pavilion and low-rise construction.107 Also, Moser, the architect, naturalised the historically contingent architectural aesthetic values affirming the need of collaboration between city administration and social planners. As for the case of Zurich during the first half of the twentieth century, it is known that among
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those social planners, architects collaborated with own pedagogical and social reform ambitions through architecture.\textsuperscript{108}

Recalling on experiences in Switzerland and abroad, Gonzenbach affirmed that “the child profits the most also in spiritual and that is pedagogical terms” from pavilion and low-rise constructions. However, to demonstrate this with arguments, he spoke hygienically and medically (e. g. the risk of infections).\textsuperscript{109} By doing so, Gonzenbach departed from a specific definition of child’s nature to naturalise a specific architectural solution for school buildings. He called the fact of spending time indoors “time of domestication” that would not go along with natural adaptation. He stated that children –apparently it does not apply to adults– are naturally born connected to nature. Thus, school should respect and reflect the child’s “natural law being,” that is, school should be as much as possible open-air.\textsuperscript{110}

Alfred Roth defined school building as “the most urgent and fascinating tasks of contemporary architecture” that had to be seen in the “full context of education, life, and the creative powers”.\textsuperscript{111} School building became educationalized in two senses: to reinforce school’s societal, cultural and artistic inclusion by means of targeted town-planning and to educate for peace in a preventive sense by providing “progressive education in an adequate physical environment”.\textsuperscript{112} He published his book “Das neue Schulhaus” in three languages, “a fact which at the same time pays tribute to the important educational ideal of international understanding, which must take its root in the schools”.\textsuperscript{113} Thus, school building critique became a socially preventive and constructive dimension rather than blaming the school building as source of danger itself, as it was the case in the nineteenth century.

Roth, as architect, became an advocate of progressive education and educator of architects, building professions, town-planners, sociologists,
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public authorities and teachers. He emphasised the importance of “as close a connection as possible, both practically and emotionally [...] between the school and the home” expanding the horizon to town-planning.\textsuperscript{114}

Thus, the schoolhouse became educationalized for several purposes: to promote progressive education in this case; but, also to emphasise the role of town-planning for the aesthetic and moral education of the young. For communal school planning, careful analysis of the locality, neighbouring quarters and a town as a whole should be realised to prevent health, education and landscape destruction. Roth offered a simple solution: to differentiate both from the angle of the child and that of education relying on (modern) pedagogy which is in reality psychology, more specifically Freud, Adler and Jung. Because psychology provides for constant evolution of knowledge about the child, schoolhouses need to be flexible and permit internal and external alterations according to new pedagogic needs. Roth diagnosed that “a school built at great cost to last for many generations will age much sooner, and become more quickly inadequate than a lightly built adaptable one”.\textsuperscript{115} Paradoxically, nineteenth century school buildings have proved to be very flexible and functional. Teachers and students have proven creativity to appropriate school space.

All these views and their proposals to solve challenges have something in common: all use the child as argument. In the mid nineteenth century, children’s health is considered at risk because of school attendance. Thus, school becomes something like a better home that should protect them. At the beginning of the twentieth century, it is the child’s soul that is endangered by alienation. Children are conceived as naturally happy, curious and creative.\textsuperscript{116} Thus, school architecture has to be artistic to preserve this nature. Discursively, progressive educators reduced the impact of the school building to physical and psychological effects.\textsuperscript{117} School’s task to further intellectual development becomes a subordinate
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role and is attributed to adults. Ellen Key’s book *The Century of the Child*[^118] is representative of a community of thought that claimed to be progressive by distinguishing between the “right” and the “wrong” side: being the advocate of the child was progressive and right, other educational perspectives could be labelled as backward.[^119] By naturalising certain aesthetic and design qualities of the school building as correspondent to the child’s nature, monumental school architecture could be labelled as representative of a “school spirit from an overcome era”.[^120]

The self-positioning of architects as the child’s advocates adopting jargon and strategies of progressive educators began in the 1910s by publicity[^121] and within school building competitions. Shortly after the inauguration of the schoolhouse in Neuhausen in 1914, the report on the building expresses regret that the architects could not enforce levelling the terrain to design the main playground. Thus, the “natural consequence is now that the children prefer the much more interesting northern parts of the playground”.[^122]

**EDUCATIONALIZING SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE – THREE PROFESSIONS AND ONE DISCOURSE**

School building critique, despite all the aesthetic variability, reveals structural continuity: contemporary schoolhouses correspond to representation needs rather than to the school’s function. And the precedent generations are to blame because they did not understand the real function of schooling. The controversy lied again and again in the changing aesthetic values and the changing imaginaries of childhood. Thus, new architectural values seem to have to be defended against earlier ones, mostly those from the immediately precedent generation. When it comes to building (elementary) schoolhouses, the discussion differs from that
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lead by other kinds of public buildings such as hospitals, city council halls or museums: A museum does not seem to have to meet artistic needs, or a hospital medical needs, or a city council hall political needs. But a schoolhouse has to meet educational requirements. Education and the child became sublimated, because childhood was understood as the future of society and education should guarantee a better future. It seems thus paradox that the school building becomes educationalized as a co-educator.

The idea of the co-educator persisted during our research period being publicly contested by three professions: pedagogues, doctors and architects. Since Varrentrapp, an appealing aesthetic should promote the child's acceptance and well-being in school so that it keeps a positive remembrance and thus a positive attitude towards school. In the time of the social question, children should feel safe and secure because the schoolhouse had to provide for a clean atmosphere they lacked at home. Around 1900 they should feel at home in school because the building would resemble home as. It should be seen as continuation and extension of parental education. The classroom and the schoolhouse should afford the same sense of natural security and intimacy with which the child is familiar at home. Then, in the 1950s this feeling should develop thanks to the resized infrastructure in accordance with the child's body dimensions.

Despite this child-centeredness, the schoolhouse as material manifestation of schooling becomes a curriculum actor: it becomes an active collaborator to solve nutrition deficits when placed in residential zones allowing children to “at least one reasonable meal per day” offered by the school. It also collaborates to fulfil other tasks attributed to school such as the “mission, to bring youth in touch with contemporary art,” or to provide youth with “aesthetic and social views and the ability to religious experience and aesthetic perception.” By adopting a simple and functional appearance instead of being “representative”, it would better contribute to citizenship education or education to work.
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Finally, school was conceived as natural carrier of the social education task meaning that children grow up into capable community members that enhance community life and feeling, into developers of a peaceful and constructive future of all peoples.\textsuperscript{127} All elements of the schoolhouse, from the façade to the school desks and door handles should be designed with these educational added values in mind. Following reform education patterns of using practice and examples as proof, Roth uses the image of a British schoolboy that is supposed to participate at town-planning investigations about pollution, and thus develops community spirit.\textsuperscript{128}

By the mid twentieth century, architects had engaged in standard reference publications and specific exhibitions,\textsuperscript{129} thus definitely empowered themselves with sovereignty of definition in the field of school building and acted as pedagogic actors responding to pedagogic discourses of child centred education. By doing so, they also contributed to the educationalization of architecture and public space. As in the German case, healthy, beautiful and progressive school materialised in the new school architecture.\textsuperscript{130} Between 1880s and 1950, the power of definition over the building plan and competition procedures, competition consequences (decisions and attributions), submissions for construction works, competition exhibitions, and last but not least over the concept of the schoolhouse as public building, were contested. The increasing number of academic architects graduated from the ETH lead to an engaged lobbying from the SIA to popularise their professional norms and standards also in the field of school building. And further, they acquired more and more power of definition in general. During the nineteenth century, construction works were submitted for competition
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to receive different offers and budgets. It was mostly the building owner who took care of tender and decisions. More and more though, constructing architects organised these inquiries and choices themselves.¹³¹

The architecture profession became an important player in school building within the complex governance network of Swiss federalism. Even though school building regulations or guidelines are cantonal, Swiss communities have large autonomy in school administration. Members of local school authorities are considered non-professionals in the sense that they are elected by the people and do not necessarily exercise any kind of school related profession, including the construction and architecture fields. Apart from the fact that school building is an interdisciplinary task, it is at the core of public interest and thus a large number of participants demands to be heard. Therefore, it is no coincidence that the field of school building and related architecture competitions became contested at the beginning of the twentieth century.

It is a common complaint that architects, and pedagogues do not sufficiently collaborate. At the same time, modern architects and progressive educators that were active in school building discourses as a group claim for themselves to be innovative and indeed find a common language based on juxtaposed educational reform language and historically contingent aesthetic values. However, collaboration activities date from the nineteenth century. At the time of the Vienna International Exhibition in 1873, architect August Krumholz and pedagogue Erasmus Schwab worked together to present a life-size model of the ideal Austrian schoolhouse. The discourse at the time emphasised the need for collaboration between the different involved experts and school authorities. Such collaborations should result in good school building practice. Regardless the fact that there are indeed not many collaborations resulting in publications, a trans-professional circulation of knowledge took very well place in the last third of the nineteenth century. Doctors, architects and pedagogues repeated each other and adopted each other’s arguments into the own professional understanding. In the 1930s and again in the 1950s, times of construction booms, jointed architects, pedagogues and doctors felt that evils from the past were still menacing school architecture and had to be prevented.¹³²

¹³² Gonzenbach et al., Das Kind, 6.
The construction of the schoolhouse as co-educator, school building architecture competitions, public and professional discourses contributed to educationalize the schoolhouse attributing to its design not only aesthetic value but also relating it to educational solutions to society’s social problems or challenges. A paradigmatic example of a school building claiming to be democratic architecture is Hans Scharoun’s girl’s high school in Lünen Germany.\(^{133}\)

The schoolhouse as co-educator in the name of the child has become a common denominator that seems to unify three professions and a large diversity of viewpoints. But it also assures the continuity of critique and the never-ending search for the ideal school building. The medical profession was successful in school regulation lobbying to implement their educational ideal and to establish their position. The architecture profession could establish competition norms and the social acceptance of school building competitions. The teaching profession stands in between and more historical research on their appropriation of school building is needed to contrast educational reform programs. In Switzerland, every school building project requires again and again new negotiations between the participants resulting in unique school buildings –each of them a prototype awaiting development. Three years after Roth’s publication, a schoolhouse exhibition took place in Zurich motivated by the increasing need for new school buildings. Again, a trans-professional collaboration, this exhibition permitted the definitive popularization of the educationalized schoolhouse. Calls for tender and competition documentation can be an important historical source for further research in history of education.
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